
Blighted Knight &
Blightwardens
Tragic Origin
Blighted knights and Blightwardens were elven soldiers who
fell in battle agains the armies of the Blight. Instead of the
sweet release of death, what awaited them was a far more
nefarious fate. The Blight planted one of her seeds inside
their body, giving them back life, under her absolute control.
Now no longer in control of their body, they err the Blighted
Woods, guarding it from any potential invasions.

GM Note:
Except for their understanding of Infernal, the Blight didn’t
give many additionnals powers to these soldiers. This means
that if you want to run non-corrupted versions of powerful
elven soldiers in your world, you can re-use these two
statblocks without having to change much. Just rename the
Blighted Crossbow ability to Heavy Crossbow for the blighted
knight, and remove the Manhunter ability for the blightwarden.
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Where blighted knights were once part of elven infantry, and
are adepts of close combat, blightwardens are a lot more
agile, and often used as scouts, or embushers, to surprise
anyone who dares enters their new domain.

Special Hunters
Blightwardens had a special bond with nature, which
allowed them not only to hide within it better than most, but
also to bond with the various beasts present, and call for
their help in battle.

The Blight kept this trait of theirs, making them fearsome
foes which often ride atop Blighted Drakes, and rain hell
upon their enemies, from the cover of the skies.

If they fall off their mounts, they seek shelter from the trees,
and hide until it is time to ambush their foes, which they
never really lose track off, thanks to their supernatural
abilities to hunt anything remotely sentient, a gift the
received from the Blight.
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Blighted Drakes
Similar to blightwardens or blighted knights, these drakes
were once free creatures that roamed the forests of the
world. With their shining green scale, their breath could give
new life to dead flora, and their claws were used to protect
the verdant groves against any outside threats.

To this day they still protect their grove of origin, although its
master has now long since change. Them, who were proud
creatures, are now nothing but mindless guardians, under
the absolute command of the Blight. Their breath that could
give life, now takes it away in agonizing pain. The corruption
of the Blight has eroded their body so thoroughly that they
are only considered drakes by name now. The wings that
sprout from their back are a gift of their mistress, and the
source of the corruption on their body. If one manages to rip
the wings off, it is said the monster will return to its original
form, although these might just be folk-tales.

So, their mind too broken to realize the direness of their
situation, these “drakes” fiercely protect the Blight and bathe
in acid any who dare stand against her.


